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search of neutral ships to verify the property, in ship and cargo, as being really neutral;
(3), the interception and condensation of contraband of war, though really of neutral
ownership and though not bound to a blockaded port. It is with the last only that we
have to deal. • . .

There were but three .modes in which the consent of nations could dispose of this
question of contraband trade. First, It might have been proscribed as hostile, and, there-
fore, criminal, involving the nation suffering or permitting it; or not using due diligence to
prevent it, in complicity with and responsibility for it. This has been contended for as
the true principle, by able publicists, but has not obtained the .consent of nations.
Second, It might have been pronounced as free from belligerent control as all other
neutral commerce, submitting only to verification as really neutral in ownership, and to
exclusion only from blockaded ports. This has been contended for, but has not been
accepted.

The only other disposition of this conflict of rights and interests at all reasonable is
that which has been actually accepted and now constitutes a rule of the law of nations.
This limits the right of the belligerent, and the exposure of the neutral, to the prevention
of the trade in contraband by warlike force for capture, and prize jurisdiction for forfeiture.
Manifestly, the natural, perhaps the necessary, limit of this right and exposure, by the
very terms of the rule itself, would be flagrante delicto or during the guilty voyage. To
go beyond this would, in principle, depart from the reason of the actual rule and carry
you to the ground of this trade being a hostile act in the sense in which the consent of
nations has refused so to regard it. But, to adhere to the principle on which the rule
stands and attempt to. carry its application beyond the .period of perpetration, would
involve practical difficulties wholly insurmountable, and encroachments upon innocent
neutral commerce wholly insupportable. How could you pursue the contraband mer-
chandize itself in its subsequent passage, through the distributive processes of trade, into
innocent neutral hands ? But, while it remained in belligerent hands, it needs no other
fact to expose it to belligerent operations, irrespective of its character or origin. Again,
how can you affect the vessel which has been the guilty vehicle of the contraband
merchandize in a former voyage, with a permanent exposure to belligerent force for the
original delict, without subjecting general neutral trade to inflictions which are in the
nature of forcible punishment by the belligerent of the neutral nation, as for hostile acts
exposing the neutral nation to this general punitive harassment of its trade ?

It will, we think, be readily seen that this analogy to contraband trade, as giving the
measure of the endurance of the responsibility of Great Britain for the hostile expedition
of the Florida, is but a subtle form of the general argument, that the outfit of the Florida
was but a dealing in contraband of war, and was to carry no other consequence of
responsibility than the law of nations affixed to that dealing. But this argument has been
suppressed by the Rules of the Treaty, and need be no further considered.

II.

The criticism on the celebrated judgment of Chief Justice Marshall, in the case of the
Gran Para, does not seem to shake its force as authoritative upon the precise point under
discussion, to wit, whether a visit to a belligerent port terminated the neutral's duty and
responsibility in respect of a vessel which, in its origin and previous character, lay at the
neutral's charge. It is not profitable to consider the special distinctions which may be
drawn between the facts of the Gran Para and of the Florida in this respect. If it is
supposed that other circumstances than the mere visit of the Florida to a Confederate port,
divested her of being any longer an instrument of rebel maritime war, furnished from the
neutral nation, we fail to find in the evidence any support to such suggestions. Certainly,
the fact, if it existed or was shown by any definite evidence, of the fluctuating element of
actual hostilities or navigation in the presence on board of substituted or added seamen,
does not divest the cruiser, its armament, its munitions, and its setting forth to take and
keep the seas, of their British origin and British responsibility. These all continued up
to the violation of the blockade, which they enabled the Florida to make. They equally
enabled it to take, and to use in the hostile cruize, the enlistments at Mobile. Yet, if
there be anything in the learned Counsel's argument, it comes to this: that the seamen
enlisted at Mobile became, thereafter, the effective maritime war of the Florida, and the
cruizer and her warlike and navigable qualities " suffered a sea change," which divested
them of all British character and responsibility. This reasoning is an inversion of the
proposition, Omne principale ad se trahit accessorium.


